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Tiktok and other social media are week’s Western Express
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To the top

Wayne Gretzky did it — He made his mark against the Minnesota North Stars back in 1981. Now, he’s doing it to win a Stanley Cup. Oh yes, he’s the Oilers with 9-3.
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Balmy Autumn

Will Sunshine be finding its way through the clouds as the temperatures begin to rise above the freezing mark?
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New jobs

Montrealers will be offered a guaranteed $40,000 per year by the city’s new job creation program.
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First blood

Canada’s youngest female to win the first gold medal in her 200m hurdles race against the National Olympic Committee.
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Weather

Mostly sunny with a high of 4. Outlook for Friday, sunny with little temperature change.
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Split with national group over constitution

Alberta Indians jump ship

By LINDA COYETTE

Alberta Indians break with the National Indian Brotherhood (NIB) in a bitter dispute over the group’s refusal to recommend the legalization of marijuana.

"This is a very difficult and regrettable decision, but after much consultation with the group’s leadership, we have decided to sever ties," said Alberta Indian Association president Barry Scott.

Mr. Scott declined to name the leaders of the National Indian Brotherhood (NIB) who have been active in opposition to the legalization of marijuana.

"We are committed to ensuring that the rights of all Indigenous peoples are respected," said Mr. Scott.

Alberta chiefs react to the decision of the NIB.

"We are disappointed with the decision of the NIB," said Chief James Red Crow.

"We have always supported the rights of Indigenous peoples to make decisions about their own affairs, including the legalization of marijuana," said Chief Red Crow.

By NICHOLAS HILLS

London — A new establishment report on the impact of the legalization of marijuana was released today, revealing that a significant number of Canadians have already begun to use the drug, according to sources close to the government.

"We are seeing a clear trend towards increased use of marijuana," said a government official.

"The reports indicate that the legalization of marijuana is having a positive impact on public health and well-being," said the official.

The report also highlighted the need for further research on the long-term effects of marijuana use.

"We need more research to fully understand the impact of marijuana on public health," said the official.

Meanwhile, in Edmonton, the Edmonton Journal was the first Canadian newspaper to report on the story.

"We want to make sure that the public is informed about the latest developments in this area," said the editor.

The Edmonton Journal was the first Canadian newspaper to report on the story.

"Delays want to know if Sir Peter will be present for meeting and selecting photographs through the mail."

— Page A13

"He has also asked the Tony Hawks funders, the Delays, to use a camera in their reunion to inform the country of developments found in this lady's privilege letter which contained erroneous statements.

"The Delays have said that they will use the camera in their reunion to inform the country of developments found in this lady's privilege letter which contained erroneous statements.

"Now, this Delays, did such a potential black bean mix to hold hostages and a recent minister in the ministry of defense, at NATO and in Brussels! From 1948 to 1961, he was foreign office minister and deputy prime minister in the British government."
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Weather

Mostly sunny with a high of 4. Outlook for Friday, sunny with little temperature change.
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